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With Public Enemy's "Fight the
Power" blaring from a boom box, a
group of about 100 students, mostly
black, marched into President Steven
Altman's office to protest his lack of action concerning their allegations that
student body President Fred Schmidt
is a racist.
Altman was not in his office, however, and the group dispersed after
about 20 minutes, promising to meet
and discuss their next move.
The allegations stem from a recent
incident involving Schmidt and professional staff member Mel Rogers, who is
black. According to Rogers and at least
one other witness, Schmidt called
Rogers "boy" during a heated confrontation last Friday. Rogers, the student
government business manager, has
since been moved out of the student
government offices and is working in
the Administration Building.
Schmidt could not be reached for
comment.
"We gave President Altman time to
do something about it and nothing was
done," said UnF student Parnell
McCall, one of the protesters.
An unsigned memo, outlining the
demands of "concerned/outraged students" was delivered to Altman yesterday. Among its demands were that
Schmidt publicly apologize, write and
present a 1000-word essay on the history of the civil rights movement to an
audience and perform 100 hours of
service in the black community. If
Schmidt were to resign, the memo
read, he would only need to apologize.
Altman told The CentralFloridaFuture before the rally that it was his
policy not to respond to unsigned requests. Some protesters thought Altman's
see PROTEST page 4
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Jett Laing (!eft) and Jason DiBona celebrate 1heir victoljy with champagneafter the announcement of the election results.
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The winners said they thought one
of the main reasons for the low turnout
was the coverage of the election by The
In one of the lowest turnouts in re- Central Florida Future. Much of the
cent UCFhistory, Jeff Laing and Jason newspaper's coverage revolved around
DiBona decisively won the student disqualified presidential candidate
body presidential/vice presidential Don Taylor and his appeals for reinelection Wednesday night.
statement.
Only 1,483 UCF students, about 7.5
"They (the students) only knew that
percent of the total enrollment, cast Don Taylor was a candidate," Laing
their votes this week, and only 1,426 of said, "and he was disqualified."
them cast votes for Laing/DiBona or
"To find out who was still running,
their opponents, Marc Singer and they had to turn to page seven," DiBona
Brian McClure.
said.
Laing/DiBona received 996 votes,
Others, however, said a "passive"
and Singer/McClure received 430 campaign and a lack of information
votes, a 70-to-30 spread. Laing and about the election times were to blame.
DiBona won substantially at all four
Elections Commissioner Shawn
UCF campuses.
Aaron, who campaigned for one of the
Last year, about 15 percent of the tickets in the last presidential election,
student body voted. Over the past five said, "The campaigns weren't as agyears, turnout for the presidential elec- gressive as last year. Last year, it was
tion at UCF had averaged 12.4 percent. dog eat dog."
by Eric Dentel

MANAGING EDITOR

David Carls, a Laing/DiBona supporter, described the press coverage as
adequate and said he was disappointed
with advertising about the election.
"I talked to people walking by the
(election) tent, asking them if they
voted, and they said, 'Oh, is that going
on today?"' Carls said.
Laing and Di Bona said they spoke to
about 30 student groups during the
campaign, and planned to address
more to gather their opinions.
''We're going to go speak to all the
clubs and organizations we can," Laing
said.
Laing said the pair especially
wanted to attend a meeting of the African American Student Union to discuss allegations of discrimination
against minorities that hav·e surfaced
recently.
Singer and McClure were not available for comment Wednesday night .

Students petition to change WUCF's format
petition, said, "I think that a format change will
be beneficial to all. I like the idea of more variety
in our campus station."
A rally held Wednesday to change the for- . Members of student government are also in
mat of the campus radio station received 1,500 support of the change. Jeff Laing, then a presisignatures and a response from President Ste- dential candidate, said, "We [student governven Altm·an.
ment] are in support because the station would
According to Joseph Rivera, the leader of the be a good way to let the students know what the
movement, 2,000 signatures had been collected student government is doing."
for the petition before the ra11y. The group will
Dr. Bob Arnold, head of Instructional Recirculate the petition for another two weeks.
sources, said he thought the rally was a good
According to a statement issued by Altman, example of student support and hoped that
"the petition is a timely expression of student campus activism would continue.
sentiment." He said a review committee will be
Arnold supervises WUCF Program Director
selected in the next two weeks to study the Peter Carroll. Last week Arnold relieved Carroll
format of WUCF. The group will recommend of some of his Knight Rock responsibilities.
changes to Altman, who will make the final Now, Knight Rock employees answer to Arnold.
decision.
Arnold said Wednesday a format change
Donna Brown, a student who signed the would probably increase the student audience.
by Rick Baker

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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Mike Pohl/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Students sign petitions on the Health and .Physics Green Wednesday to change the program format for WUC F FM.
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Any beer brewed with natural hops has a natural enemy. The sun. Because
when exposed to light, it takes on a "skunky" smell. And a worse taste.
Bud's one beer that's made the natural way. With no additives or preservatives.
So we make sure it never sees the light of day. It's brewed in the dark. And
packaged in a brown bottle, to keep it that way.
1~
So next time you reach for a cold Bud~ you can count on
~
that consistently clean, crisp taste. Because quality isrit 1~\$ ~~
something we take lightly.
. ~tw 8 "~V•
Light protection. It's just one of the reasons why
Budweiser has rem~ined the King of Beer~ for over 11 Oyears.
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WAYNE DENSC.H, INC.
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UCF REP ERIC ERICKSON - 425-7005
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Dean search
in final stage
of selection
•

Three colleges have
-narrowed candidate lists
by Joseph Kaye
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

•

The final stages of candidate selection to find three new deans at UCF are
_now underway.
The College ofArts and Sciences, the
College of Business Administration
and the College of Health and Professional Studies have all narrowed their
lists of candidates considerably.
Dr. Gary Whitehouse, chairman of
the Arts and Sciences Selection
Committee, said the list of candidates
for the arts and sciences dean post has
been shortened from six to five, as Dr.
Anne Hopkins, vice provost of the
University of Tennessee, accepted a
position elsewhere.
Dr. Ronnie Clayton, chairman of the
Business Administration Search
Committee, has invited five candidates
to tour the UCF campus.
According to Clayton, the visits will
last until the end of March.
The eight-member search committee will make a decision in the beginning of April.
According to Whitehouse, all interviews have been completed, and the
selection committee met on Feb. 19, to
evaluate the candidates.
More interviews were scheduled,
and a narrowed list is expected to be
released in about two weeks.
The selection committee for the Coll~e of Health and Professional Studies
met on Feb. 21 to make recommendations to Dr. Richard Astro, provost and
vice president of Academic Affairs.
Another meeting was scheduled for
Feb. 28.
Dr. William Johnson, dean of the
see DEAN SEARCH page 7

· • UNIFIED GERMANIES

•
•

•

•

•

The Political Science Department, in cooperation with
the German Consulate General and the German Information Center, will present "Two
Germanies: Ideologies, Dynamic and Real Issues" at
noon on Friday.
Professor Peter Seibt, from
the University of Bremen, will
host the lecture and discussion
about the reunification of Germany. The lecture is free and
open to the public.

Mien.et L.aughlin/CNE TRAL FLORIDA FlJTu gE

IN THE NAME OF FREEDOM
Lance Turner (left) head of the UCF chapter of Amnesty International, Sarah Quinton and Dan Horowitz discuss plans for
mailing a South African petttion. The petition protests political imprisonment and human rights violations.

Compromise found for changes in 0-team
by Rick Baker
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Representatives from the student center met with the Dr.
Richard Astro, provost and vice president of Academic
Affairs, ar.d other members of the UCF administration on
Monday and decided to compromise on changes in UCF's
orientation program.
According to Don Unser, director of the student center,
the mee~ing was called because of the many rumors floating
around about the fate of the 0-team and its program. Many
students were upset at the idea of changing the current
program.
"I do not understand why they need to change orientation. The one that they have now is great," said Todd
VanHoozier, a concerned student.
The meeting cleared up many of the misconceptions and
allowed representatives from the student center and the
administration to come to an agreement about the future of
the orientation program.
"The meeting went great," Unser said. "The administration came in and was willing to work with us [the student
center] for a compromise."
The problem arose from the administration originally
asking for the first orientation session to be held on July 2.

students of the celebrity chefs
class.
For additional information
call Betty or June, of the Hospitality Management Department, at 275-2188.
• FREE BABYSITTERS

Alpha Phi Omega, national
co-edservicefraternity, will be
holding "Faculty Night Out"
from March 26 through March
30. This babysitting _service,
which is free of charge, will
occur from 6-11 each of the five
evenings. Information and
applications are available in
• CELEBRITY DINNER
The UCF Department of each department. The deadHospitality Management will line for accepting applications
host "The First Gourmet Din- is Friday. Call 281-5473, if you
ner in the Celebrity Series" at have any questions.
6:30 p.m. Saturday in CEBA
II. This event was created and • JOBS IN JAPAN
will be presented by Steven
The Board of Education in
Jayson, executive chef of Uni- the city ofUrayasu, Japan, is
versal Studios Florida, and the seeking recent graduates with

Unser said the optimal time would have been July 18.
Both sides worked together and decided on a tentative
date of July 9 or 12 for the first session.
"We [the 0-team] need the extra time to raise funds and
to attend our retreat in Tennessee," Unser said. "Our main
fundraiser, the annual Orientation magazine, is a tremendous amount of work and requires a great deal of time. And
our retreat allows us to receive the right leadership training."
Jimmy Ferrell is the current head of the 0-team and,
according to Unser, does a fantastic job.
Ferrell said the orientation program will change, but the
0-team will still be his responsibility. He also said the peer
advisers, a vital part ofregistration, are to remain under the
control of Ellen Bolves of the counseling and testing center.
However, according to Unser, Tubbs said there will be no
help in registration by the peer advisers without a member
of the faculty present. In years past, the students were aided
by the peer adviser only.
"I came away with a good feeling about the meeting," said
Unser.
According to Daniel C. Holsenbeck, associate vice president of university relations, President Steven Altman said
the meeting went well and the administrators seemed happy
about the compromises reached.

B.A degrees from UCF to 1987, when he started attendteach English as a second lan- ing classes as a non-degree
guage. These instructors will seeking student.
Playing the saxophone,
be employed as assistant English teachers and will work clarinet and other instruunder the direct supervision of ments made Reilley a natural
the English teachers in Japan . to join Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia,
Deadline for application the professional music fratersubmission is May 1. Inter- nity. He joined in the spring of
ested candidates may contact 1989, and became the oldest
Dr. Consuelo Stebbins at the fraternity member on campus.
Center for Multicultural Stud- Funeral services were held at
ies, College of Extended Stud- Union Park Chapel in
Orlando.
ies, 281-5515.
•OBITUARY

• CAMPUS RACISM

Frank X Reilley, 68, 349
Princeton Drive, Oviedo, died
Feb. 21.
Reilley was a UCF music
student and a WWII veteran
known. by friends for his stories and his love of jazz music.
After moving to the Orlando
area in 1980, Reilley became
active on the UCF campus in

. (CPS)-Mississippi's eight
public university campuses
are as segregated n ow as they
were in January 1975, when
citizens first sued to integrate
them, the fifth U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals ruled Feb. 7.
The ruling, which will force
a lower court judge to reconsider a 1987 decision that ef-

fectively declared the campuses desegregated, said the
state's five predominantly
white campuses had tried to
deter black students from enrolling.
"We are open to all citizens
regardless of race," objected
University ofSouthern Mississippi President Aubrey Lucas,
who noted black students now
make up 14 percent ofUSM's
enrollment.
Also at the University of
Florida in Gainesville, the
medical students are planning
segregated graduation banquets.
One will be for white students and one will be for black
students.
Mantovani Gay, a graduating black medical student, said
the black students are supportive of the traditional banquets .

I
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Society wants nature preserved on campus
by Bob Knippel
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF Envir.onmental Society is taking measures to insure that one-third of the campus stays in
its natural -state, stating that the land is home of the
endangered gopher tortoise and that the school cannot have major university status without a nature
preserve.
"The university should be on the forefront of protecting lands," said Natalie Davis, president of the
Environmental Society. "They should look futuristically to build up, not out."
The society has had a petition signed by nearly
3,000 students for the protection oflOO acres ofland
behind the Arboretum, according to Davis. She said
the land, added to the 80 acres of the Arboretum,

would leave one-third of_the campus undeveloped.
However,. Peter Newman, assistant director of faculty planning, said he knows nothing about the petition. He said UCF's master plan for future development, which is still under review, has set aside all the
wetlands on campus to remai~ undeveloped. According to Newman, it would be far too expensive to
develop the wetlaads.
But Davis said th~t is not good enough.
"We're not just asking for wetlands," Davis said.
"We're asking for build-able lands, too."
Because the land is government-owned, Davis
contends the school could drain wetlands and develop
them if they wanted to.
She argued the gopher tortoise is not even found in
wetlands. The reptiles are protected on the
Arboretum's land, which consists mostly of the pine

upland area the turtles inhabit.
Newman .said resident tortoises are carefully
moved out of an.area when construction is going on.
During land clearing for the field house on the north
part of campus, workers had to work around an area
inhabited by tortoises, which were eventually found
and moved.
Davis said she feels the best route for UCF' s future
is to build taller buildings more densely situated,
thus sparing the undeveloped outskirts of the campus. Newman said the master plan shows most of the
development occurring at the "academic core" of the
campus.
Biology Professor Jack Stout, who has worked
with both the Environmental Society and the faculty
see ENVIRONMENT page 6

Many of the protesters wore
red
ribbons which, according
FROM PAGE 1
to Martin, symbolized unity
policymightbejustanattempt and anger.
to dodge the issue.
Martin and others said
"If it was signed, then sending a message to Altman
maybe it would have been was as important a part of
another reason (for not re- their effort as the demands
sponding)," UCF student Mi- about Schmidt.
lan Martin said.
"We don't want this swept
Several protesters said under the rug," Lindsey said.
most of the group had seen the
A group of about 50 stumemo and supported it even dents, some of whom were not
though they had not signed it. at the rally, gathered later
Several agreed with the memo that day to discuss what acthat Schmidt should resign.
tions they wanted to take. Af"The main issue is to get rid ter a long and sometimes
of the president," one protester heated discussion of possible
actions, the group voted to
said.
"Black people here helped pursue the memo's demands
put him in office," another with Dr. LeVester Tubbs of
protester said. "I lost all re- Student Affairs tomorrow and
to Altman if necessary.
spect for him."

PROTEST

Milan Martin (photo left) urges protesters to enter the Administration Building Tuesday. Protesters (above) carried signs denouncing student body President Fred Schmidt and others.

Fraternity involved in court case
Members, high school student argue over using basketball court
punched the fraternity
Sigma Chi fraternity mem- member's ear and then ran.
No charges were pressed.
bers were involved in a disturbance in the gym last week,
resulting in a shouting match • HARASSING CALLS
Two female students told
and a bruised ear.
The skirmish took place police they were receiving
Feb. 19 after the fraternity harassing phone calls to their
members were engaged in a · Lake Hall room last week.
The cans occurred between
basketball game. According to
·
one member, there was a high Feb. 12 and Feb. 20.
school student who wanted to
share part of the court. The • BOMBS APLENTY
Just when you thought it
fraternity told him that he
couldn't because he was not a was safe to go back to class, the
campus police received two
UCF student paying tuition.
With that, according to the more bomb threats last week.
Among the threatened:
member, the high school
student's mother stepped in CEBA II and the Health and
Physics Building.
and the shouting began.
No explosive devices were
"She was like going psychocrazy," one fraternity member found in either building.
said.
The shouting match ended •VEHICLE VANDALS
A student reported the
as an unknown black male

• GAME GONE BAD

windshield wiper to his car
was broken off while parked on
campus.
Albert G. Prendergast also
told police that the car's bra
was removed and the front license plate was bent.
The damage occurred between Feb. 16 and Feb. 1 7.
Another student reported
that her bracelet and Mastercard were removed from her
parked vehicle Feb. 15.
• PANE IN THE GL~SS

Police report that a window
pane from CEBA 107-E was
broken prior t,o Feb. 18.

'

They also unanimously
voted to demand the restoration of Rogers to his old
office space in student government.
"We want Mel back in his
office and we want to know
who moved him out," one
protester said.
In addition, the group
voted to pursue impeachment proceedings against
Schmidt at this Thursday's
student senate meeting.
Impeachment proceedings begin with an investigation by the senate Legislative, Judicial and Rules
committee.
If the committee rules
that there is sufficient evidence to support the
charges, the matter would
be brought before the whole
senate. A two-thirds vote in
the senate is necessary for
an impeachment.
The group's efforts have
also attracted the attention
of the Florida chapter of the
National Association for the
Advancement of Colored
People. The chapter's president has agreed to come to
UCF and speak about the
issue on March 1.
Whatever the final outcome of their efforts, several
protesters thought at least
one positive thing had already come from the day's
events: Altman had gotten
their message.
"I don't know where he is
right now, but I know he's
thinking about it," Mark
Harris said.

•
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ITAL·I AN RISTORANTE
10065 University Blvd. & Dean Rd .
Suncrest Village Shopping Center
For Reservations or Take Out

Call 671-5555
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WE NEVER
COMPROMISE ON
QUALITY, COME IN
AND TRY FOR YOURSELF. PUCCINI'S
WILL MAKE IT
WORTH THE TRIP...

• CEBA BIKE THEFT

A bike parked in the rack in
front of CEBA I was reported
stolen Feb. 18.
The bike belongs to student
Jon Pohlers.

•

•
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BOR to reduce class size
Lower student to facu lty ratios mandated for required classes
by Rick Baker

Advertise today in
The Future Classifieds.

•

NEW from llewlett-Packard

•

The HP-148 Business Calculator

Students:
Make the most of your
study time with this
easy-to-use calculator.

The I IP-425 RPN Scien tific Cillcul;ilor

Power to handle your
tough problems. And
it's the best one
available for matrix
and vector math!

Come in and try one today.
•

FhD'9

HEWLETT
It.:~ PAC:KARO

i!J INTERNATIONAL
•

Calculator & Computer
2916 Corrine Drive, Orlando• 898-0081
Call bdon: noan for

lleXI
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The Florida Board of Regents has approved a threeyear plan~ to reduce class sizes
in Engllsh, mathematics and
foreign languages.
"We in Florida are experiencing ·extreme demand in
terms of student population,"
Joan Ruffier, a member of the
Florida BO R Executive
Committee, said.
Ruffier said the Florida legislature is mandating a 22-to-1
student to faculty ratio for
c1asses which all students are
required to take, such as basic

mathematics, basic English
and foreign languages.
UCFs high student to faculty ratios are evidence of a
problem with too many oversized classes.
Dr. John Schell, chairman
of the English department,
said, "We in the English department would like to see the
classes smaller. We feel that
students would get more attention."
According to a report from
the Office of Institutional
Research and Planning, the
student to faculty ratios for the
fall 1989 term at UCF were 28to-1 in foreign languages, 26-

to-1 in Engl ish and 33-to-J in
mathematics.
The report · also stated the
proposed student to faculty
ratios for the upcoming three
school years.
The ratios express'ed no real
improvement, except rn
mathematics where the ratio
is estimated to move from the
current33-to-1 down to27-to-1
in three years.
"It is a do11ar problem by
and large," Ruffier said. "The
general revenue is not sufficient to provide for enough
professors to lower class sizes
to what is mandated by the
legislature."

Students protest at 6 campuses
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

A series of student protests of all egedly sexi. t or racist classes erupted at six different
campuses.in late January and early February.
Apparently without knowing what collegians on other campuses were doing, students
at Yale and Marquette universities as well as
the universities of Maryland, California at
Davis, Washington and Missouri at Columbia
1eveled charges of racism at various teachers
and academic departments.
At Cal-Davis, for example, Chicano/Latmo
students marched to highlight wh~t they say is

discrimination against them in the Spanish
department.
Teachers, they say, label them as "illiterate"
because their dialect differs from th e c1assic
dialects from Spain to Mexico.
At Yale, Lhree female students complained
that a French teacher uses sexually exploita tive materials in their course. called "French in
Action .' The women charge that the program
creates a ''hostile environment for women."
Pierre Capretz, director of the Yale language
lab and author of the program, which consists of
52 videotapes, a textbook, workbook and audio
see DISCRIMINATION page 8

KKK not
wanted on
campus

•

'Because working part-time at
UPS ... I don't have to. They have
five-day schedules that leave your
weekends free. Work morning or
night hours that work around
your class schedule. And get

•

paid holidays and vacations.
'That's plenty of time to study or
recharge. And I make plenty too ...
almost $10,000 a year for working about
4 hours a day. UPS knows students
value time as much as money.

' .A.t UPS, most students work in Operations and some 1n Accounting, Industrial Engineering, I. S. and Customer
Service. So if you don't do weekends, do
contact UPS."
Applicants are being considered
for your local UPS office. For
interviews or more information about
UPS, see your school's career
development or job placement
center. UPS is an equal opportunity
employer.
M/F

•
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WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.

UP's. :DEl,l!YERS EDUCATION

Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

About 300 students at Bradley University in Peoria, Ill.,
demonstrated Feb. 8 to call for
the punishment of a student
who distributed fliers advocating the formation of a white
supremacist group on campus.
Freshman Matt Hale, who
says that equality is "disadvantageous to whjte people,"
distributed the fliers for a
group called the KKKOC, or
Ku Klux Klan on Campus, on
the private campus of 5,000
students.
The demonstrators carried
a banner reading "We Want
Action Now," while speakers
urged administrators tp speed
their investigation of Hale,
who could not be reached for
comment.
A student formed a similar
White Student Union at
Temple University in Philadelphia in December 1988.
The Union is still a registered
group today.
More recently, a White Student Union was formed at the
University of Florida at
Gainesville in early January.

Letters lo
the Editor ,~~;::;

1

Express your
views and opinions,
thoughts and problems,
griefs and gripes
in our editorial page.
Send letters to:
The Central Florida Future

•

P.O. Box 25000
Orlando, FL 32816.
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C~llege

magazine needs tu·n ds to keep going

Staff Report
COLLEGE PRES,S SERVICE
I

U., the self-described "national college newspaper," is
sufferingfinancial woes, and is
asking students to pay to have
it distributed on their campuses.
"We're a new company and
still struggling," explained
Wendy Rea, circulation manager of U., which is owned by
Al Ehringer.
Ehringer also owns the
Grand American, Inc., a Santa
Monica-based real estate and
restaurant business.
The magazine, which is a
collection of stories previously
published in campus publica-

· tions, began in February 1988.
The magazine then sold ads
and, until recently, shipped
copies off to be inserted in
publications of 416 campuses.
School papers earned a modest
fee for inserting issues of U.
Students, in turn, got the
magazine for free inside their
campus papers.
"We were looking for a way
to offset costs, and asking
schools to help with distribution costs seemed like a good
way," Rea said. Her company
now asks student govern. ments to pay the insert fees to
the papers for it.
The main problem, Rea
said, is that advertisers are
unwilling to buy space in pub-

help subsidize private compalications such as U.
"It's hard to get the trust nies, politicians wanted to
from advertisers," she said. keep the paper on campus.
"We are hoping that we can
"We don't have a history of
show them that this paper is funding private, for-profit
going to be a success, and then businesses," Straub said.
we w~n't need the financial
U. isjuat the latest in a long
support from schools."
line of national student publiThe Ohio State University cations with financial difficulundergraduate student gov- ties.
ernment (USG), for one, alloNewsweek on Campus,
cated $1,600 in December to which lasted for six years,
help with the costs ofinserting folded in April 1988.
U. into the Lantern, the stuIt was shortly followed by
dent newspaper for the spring Business Week Careers, which
semester.
ended its publication that
U. approached Ohio State summer. Rolling Stone and
last spring asking for help, Time magazines also tried and
said David Straub, president failed to establish national
of USG. Although the student college publications in the
government doesn't norma11y early 1980s.

ENVIRONMENT
FROM PAGE4

planning committee on the
matter, said the people involved with the master planning committee are aware of
the petition, and that a copy
. has been sent to President
Steven Altman's office.
Altman said he has seen the
petition, but he needs to know
if the society's wishes are still
thesamenowthattheArboretum recently gained more
land. Davis said she is still optimistic and that the society is
not backing down, even now
that the Arboretum has gained
70 acres.
"We have 3,000 signatures
[on the petition], so a lot of
people think this is a good
idea," she said.

Orily for student American Express Cardmembers.
• 10% FF ANY N RTHWE T FUGHT- with
your own personalized discount card, valid
throughjanuary 1991 on all Northwe tand
Northwest Airlink flights. (This discount
is not applicable to the $118 student
certificates and other certificates,
promotional or special status airfare .)
• 2,500 BONUS MrLES 1DWARD FREE TRAVELwhen you enroll in Northwest's WorldPerks(1
Free Travel Program.

Apply for the American Express® Card.
Then get ready to take off. In search of
adventure, action-or just simply to escape.
American Express and Northwest
Airlines have arranged these extraordinary
travel privileges on Northwest-exclusively
for student Cardmembers:
• CERTIFICATES VALID FOR THE PURCHASE
OF TWO $118 ROUNDTRIP TICKETS- to many
of the more than 180 cities in the 48 contiguous United States served by Northwest.
Each certificate is good for a six-month
period, and they will arrive within six
-weeks after you receive the Card. Current
Cardmembers will automatically receive
their $118 certificates by March 15, 1990
provided _they are still full time students~

AND NOW BECOMING A CARDMEMBER
IS AS EASY AS A TELEPHONE CALL.

just pick up the phone, call 1-800-942AMEX, and talk to us. We'll take your
application and begin to process it
immediately. (If you have your banking
information handy, like your account
number and bank address, it will help
.

®

II

TRAVEL
RELATED
SER\/1CES

peed the proces .)
Keep in mind that our Automatic
Acceptance Program makes it easier for
you to become a Cardmember now, as a
student, than it will ever be again.
And remember that as a Card.member you'll enjoy all the exceptional benefits
and personal service you would expect from
American Expres~.
So don't miss out on a world of great
experiences. Pick up the phone. Apply for
the Card. And start packing!

..
Membership Has Its Privileges~

APPLY TODAY

1-800-942-AMEX ·

~
NORTHWEST
AIRLINES

•1f you are already a student American Express Cardmei:nber and have a question about this p~o~ram, ~lease send your written qu~sti?n , a copy of your stu_dent ID an~ class schedule to: American Expres .' P.O. Box 35029,
Attn: Student Marketing, Greensboro, NC 27425. _Fa ~e is for roundtnp trave~ on Northwest Airhnes. Tickets m~st. be purchas~d. within 2.4 h_ours after ma.king reservatJo~s . _Fares are nonrefundable and no 1tmerary ch~nges
may be made after purchase. Seats at this fare are 11m1te.d and may. not be.available when you cal~ . Travel n:iusc originate by cert1f1cate expi~auon date and be completed within 6~ day~ ?fthac dace. Trave~ may not be available
between cities to which Northwest doe's not have published routings. City fuel surcharges not included m fare from Boston ($2.50), Chicago ($5.00), Denver ($2.00) and Flonda cmes ($2 .00). Cercam blackout daces and
other restrictions may apply. For complete offer details, call 1-800-942-AMEX. © 199? American Express Travel Related Services Company, Inc .

THE AMERICAN EXPRESS" CARD . FOR STUDENTS MORE THAN EVER .
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Please
Give.
•
•

•
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Disaster victims have
lived through an ordeal.
They need your help.
With your support, the
Red Cross can aid
victims by helping them
to purchase vital items.
Help us help others.
Send your contribution
to your chapter of the
American Red Cross
today.

Students worryf about
junk food, not drUgs

of management at the University of Georgia; Carl W. GoodFROM PAGE 3
ing, dean of the School of BusiCollege of Education and ness at Georgia Southern; and
chairman of the selection Thomas L. Brown, professor of
committee, has stated that the marketing at Cal State.
The current candidates for Staff Report
field is being narrowed.
The candidates applying for the dean post of the arts and COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
the dean post in the College of sciences department include:
In an era of warnings of how
Business Administration are: Loren Crabtree, a professor of
drugs
can wreck their health,
and
associate
dean
of
history
Jay Smith, dean of the College
University
of Kansas students
of Business Administration at the College of Arts and Huapparently
are more worried
North Texas State; Carl H. manities, and the College of
the
threat
of becoming
about
Stem, dean of the College of Social Sciences at Colorado
Business Administration at State; Steven Baldwin, profes- fat junk-food junkies.
In a two-year study of
Texas Tech; Richard C. House- sor of chemistry at Duke Uni300 students enrolled
nearly
man, chair of the department versity; and Edward Sheridan.
in his introductory health
course, KU associate Prof.
Michael Adeyanju found most
of his students said their
greatest health concern was
that they would become overweight.
Seventy percent of the students believed their health
was "very poor," compared to
fewer than three percent who
judged it "good."
None of the students called
their health behavior "very

DEAN SEARCH

BIKEW/SER
Full Sales
..l/iae
r;~i':s- And Service
Cyc es
We repair all

Located in the
University Shoppes
(near UC6)
281-6488

makes and
models.

good" or "excellent."
Adeyanju said the stresses
of being a student are factors
in students' health behavior,
and speculated his results
would be nearly the same at
any college or university in the
country.
Students themselves cited
poor time management, too
much stress, homework and
money problems as some of the
causes of their poor health .
Students who pull allnighters, skip meals and drink
coffee so that they can stay up
later, combined with the stress
of college life, are prime candidates for heart disease later in
life, Adeyanju said.
.
"Most students don't sleep
much or eat as well. This combined with the stresses of student life, doesn't do much good
for health," Adeyanju said.

CELEBRATE

SPRING BREAK '90
IN FI'. LAUDERDALE AT

~

MME!e on the beach
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FT. IAVDERDALE'S PREMIERE
~ CONCERT AND DANCE CLUB

From Safety Pins to Supercolliders:

18 YEARS AND OLDER ADMITTED

10 A.M. to 6 P.M. POOLSIDE PARTIES
LIVE D..J. DICEEINO POOLSmlt 00Pn'1!8T. WA~ vou.~
TOLTRN.t\Ji(V(I' • P'REE T.flHlRT RUAY8 • Tl:IE Bn.LYPLOP CONTEST
ANDCUMAX na: DAYWITH •• . T1lE W!;Tl'l!;ST. WETT-8HIRTCONIEST
l'EA.TIJRED IN Pl.AYBOY MAGAZINE • CASH P1UZE8 • Jl'lll:E T-8HIRT8
AND ontJ!:R GIVUWAYB
8UWMDl ClAKEll V1Dl!l0 HOW OH 8A1..E AS 8EEH OH CAJIU T. V.

7 P.M. to 8 P.M.
COLLEGE HAPPY HOUR
U.C.F. Party *Tuesday March 13
nu llPlmfG BIUtAJ[ '90 T ·811DtT wrnr PAID .\DKISSION J'OR ABOVE

TO

CX>u.EGllt 8Tl/DENTS lll:'l"WlltEH 7 AND 8 P..K. wrnt P1lOPlltR COLL.IQ!!: LD.

ALL BAR DRINKS AND DRAFT BEER 75'
COMPETE IN CONTESTS FOR PRIZES!

EVENINGS
SUMMERS ON THE BEACH PRESENTS . . . FURY
FT. LAVDERDALE'S PJNP:ST ROCK 'N ROLL BAND
NIOHILY PLAYING THE BEST DANCE llVSIC •..
PUJS 6 BARS TO SERVE YOU1

-
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U.C.F. Party *Tuesday March

ONE FREI!: BAR DRINK OR DRAFT OR SOFT DRINK
GOOD FROM 7-8 P.M. NIGH'ILY
IUMITCINE Pt:KC\bOOMt:KJ
Sumn1n11on lhe Ocac:h • '..119S.AUanllc'l.lhd. • F\. Lauderdale. fl.• 1305146'..1·119711
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Since 17<XJ, the Patent and Trademark Office
of the U.S. Department of Commerce bas
fostered American ingenuity by encouraging
the invention of new technology. Whether it's
the patent for a simple everyday device or the
patent for a technological breakthrough that
changes the way we look at the world, the
Patent and Trademark Office is the beginning
of all great American inventions.

Attend our group presentation
Monday, March 5
7:00 - 9:00 PM
Room 211, Student Center
You'll learn about the following exciting opportunities in our Arlington, VA headquarters:

ENGINEERS

Applicants from all engineering disciplines will

be considered, though specific training in the

following areas is preferred:
Electrical & Electronic Engineers
You'll help judge the patentability of inventions in such areas as photography, illumina- .
tion, radio, television, data processing systems
and many other ground-breaking areas. BSEE
and MSEE candidates preferred.
Mechanical·Engineers
You'll assist with the patentability judging of
inventions in such areas as aeronautics, motor
vehicles, tools, surgery, internal combustion
engines, and many other exciting areas. BSME
and MSME candidates preferred.
Chemical Engineers
Take part in the patentability judging of inventions in such areas as petroleum chemistry,

metallurgy, plastics, fuels, medicines, molecular
biology, and many other important areas.
BSChE and MSChE candidates preferred.

SPRING BREAK '90

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

SCIENTISTS

Opportunities for BS, MS, and PhD graduates
are available in the following fields:
Chemists, Biologists, Microbiologists
& Related Scientists
You'll serve as an Examiner far inventions
relating to chemical or biotechnological products or processes, including state-of-the-art
discoveries in new compounds, formulations,
or life forms. Biological scientists will examine
inventions involving recombinant DNA, cell
biology, immunology, and other areas.
Physicists
You'll help judge the patentability of inventions in such areas as semiconductor physics,
radiant energy, atomic and nuclear physics,
lasers, and other breakthrough technologies.
Discover why we're the patented force behind
American creativity. And find out how you
can help put ideas to work for America . . .
and your career. Come to our group presentation on March 5 from 7:00 - 9:00 PM in
Room 211, Student Center and learn about
our outstanding career ladder and other oneof-a-kind benefits. If you're unable to attend,
please ca.U us toll-free at 800-368-3064 or send
your resume right away to: Manager, College
Relations, Office of
Personnel, Patent and
Trademark Office,
1CPK, Suite 700,
Washington, D. C.
20231. An equal
opportunity employer.
U.S. citizenship
required.

START YOUR CLIMB .
TO CAREER SUCCESS TRIS SUMMER.
Apply for Army ROTC summer leadership training. You'll develop confidence
and decisiveness essential for success.
And you'll qualify to earn officer credentials
while completing college.

ARMY ROTC
. TWO-YEAR PROGRAM
THE SMARTEST COUEGE
. COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Contact Maj. Douglas Thomson
275-2430
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DISCRIMINATION
FROM PAGES

tapes, admits that his program
is biased, butnot exploitative
because it is based on French
culture. In Missouri, the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP) said early February
it would join a probe into stude n ts' allegati ons that

WATCH

Missouri's law school discriminates against black people.
On Feb. 8, moreover, members of the Maryland
legislature's Black Caucus
voted to back student demands
for a review ofrace relations at
the University of Baltimore
CUB) and the University Circuit Judge Kenneth Johnson's
grammar and pronunciation.
Johnson is black.

TM

NATIONAL COLLEGE TELEVISION

FOR STUDENTS. BY STUDENTS~M
UN IVERSIT Y ..

I The ability

to· read is a precious gift.

And the gif~ is one you can give.
Volunteer with Literacy Volunteers of America.

ST. JOSEPH'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
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WSU ·Pullmon.
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Health and funes for dorm
dwellers' EiemsP. and hps for
good living from eApertsl
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Roommates find out how
much !hey ~now about
eoch other' By sludents ot
The American Univemty
The only nohonol college country

, ()p · musrc video show' Sponsored by

fH E R

Chevrole1! Hos! TRoy ploys 'em all
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CABLEVISION OF CENTRAL

Sunday Masses
8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon

VIDli10
U :NDBB.GB.OUND .

College radio comes lo TV! Newmusic, music news
and more! By students of WSU·Pullmon.

CAMPUS
HIT CLUB ·
Just O ur

BAD NEWS .

Weekly reviews of the latest Hollywood and home
video releose1I By students ol Washington Stole
LI-Pullman

.., ~ L l

Saturday Vigil Mass
6:00 P.M.

Marilyn Freemon spotlighJs
people who slond up and
offed social change! Plus,
how YQJ! con, too!

TAL K

ll's the first sludenl·produced soop opero lo go
notional! Sizzling! By s1 udents of UCLA .

Stuff

No VJ! Bock·to·bock dance music!
The hottest dub hits! Pump ii up
and rock the house'

NEW SHOW! Abig company from
Burbank presen.ls ~o-fri.lls
_
• alternot1ve mum video

Jack Fist ·
NEW SHOWI The weekly adventures of the world 's
most tnept private eye' By students at Columbia
Un1vers1ly
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NEWS

College news briefs every
half-hour presenled by student
anchors f;om across the notion

FLORIDA,.c~
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DRIVE AWAY THOSE WINTER BLAHS
WIN A 1990 GEO!

Scripture Study
Wednesday, 7 :30 P.M.
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1501 Alafaya r-rrail
275-0841
~~=WELCOME~~=

Name
State

School Address

State

City

Home Address

Vearin College (Circle One)

College Un1vers1ty
Phone numbers where I can be most eastfy reac ed
What kind of car do vour currently own?

11

1

2 3 4

Zip
Zip
AGE

SEX

21
What ind of car are you cons1denna purchasing?

TO ENTER AND FOR OFFICIAL RULES WRITE TO: NCTV ONE MADISON AVE., NEW YORK NY 10010.
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. IN CELEBRATION OF NA:TIONAL COLLEGIATE
DRUG AWARENESS WEEK 6
SAFE BREAK '90
CAMPUS ALCOHOL 6 DRUG AWARENESS CENTER

INVITES YOU TO

A HEAii

,\\A~'S

1• Al~T\'

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 7

11-2
ON THE GREEN
FE.ATURING THE LIVE REGGAE SOUND OF•••
E C L I P S E ..
·--" S O U L E R
*FREE ADMISSION

*SIGH THE .SAFE BREAK PLEDGE
*DRAWINGS FOR PRIZES FROM
HAWAIIAN TROPIC, BUSCH GARDENS, KINKOS,
PONDEROSA, DUNKIN DONUTS
*VOLLEYBALL
*LIMBO CONTEST
*FREE NON-ALCOHOLIC DRINKS BV BEHNIGANS

U. P. D •.
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Looking for a challenging s~rvice
oriented college work-study experience?
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groups at
UCF make noise,
the.n fade away

'

.

What a week for student activism.
As this editorial is being written on Tuesday
night, we have already seen one group march
intoPresidentAltman's office to demand action
on their charges of racism in student government. Tomorrow, we expect to see a group protesting the °lack of student programming on
WUCF and the culmination of the campc:iign of
two students who saw problems in student
government and took their struggle to the ballot
box.
Rather than discussing any of these issues
individually, we want to make some observations about what this show of spirit will lead to.
From the newspaper's point of view, we are
all for this, of course. In terms of stories to write
about, student activism rates way ahead of club
meetings.
As students, we heartily applaud the efforts
of groups who want change and are willing to do
something about it. That is a great change in
itself.
We hope that the organization of these
groups and their activism is evidence of a trend
emerging at UCF. We hope it means that UCF
students are moving from contented apathy to
concerned vigilance.
Hey, it's the '90s now; it could happen.
But, somehow, we're not so sure.
We've watched it happen here too many
times. Something happens that makes one
group of whatever size angry. Someone organizes this angry group and they start to make
their views known. The group makes loud
noises for a couple of days, or weeks, or maybe
even a couple of months.
And then they fade away.
There are some exceptions, but that is the
trend. Maybe it's something in the water, but
most of the protest groups formed around here
lately haven't had a lot of staying power. They
make their views known on one particular issue, or even one facet of one particular issue,
and then they disband, or at least shut up.
Without addressing whether we think any of
this week's groups are right, we hope that we
won't watch them disappear back into the cloud
of apathy from whence they came. There are too
many things going on around here that deserve
greater scrutiny. Based on previous experience,
however, we think these groups will probably be
short-lived.
Prove us wrong.

Central Florida Fbture
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Aorida 32816
Business Office (407) 275-2601, News Office (4-07) 275-2865
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Mandela leads ANC's Marxist misfits
Should Nelson Mandela and the African National
Congress be the rightful leaders of 25 million black
South Africans' struggle for greater government
participation?
To answer this question we would need to probe
deeper into the motives and goals of this newly
released zealot and his loyal comrades.
First, who is theANC?The Department of Defense
has a nice, neat definition of this group. You can read
all about it in the Terrorist Group Profil,es. Listed as
among the most dangerous terrorist groups in the
world, the ANC is responsible for at least 13 major
terrorist assaults, many of which involved the death
of innocent civilians.
It's also interesting to note who sponsors this
group, namely the Soviet Union and Cuba. Finally,
any loyal member of the ANC will tell you about its
two main objectives: overthrow the South African
regime at any cost and establish a Socialist government.
Mr. Mandela, who declares regularly that· his
beliefs are identical with the ANC's, also declares
that he is in complete support of declarations to
initiate a violent revolubon to ensure the ANC's
power. Mandela's most intriguing characteristic,
however, is his unbreakable marriage with Communism. Mandela makes numerous references that the
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only government for South Africa is a Communist
government, openly saluting Joe Slovo, the Stalinesque General Secretary of the South African Communist Party.
Ironically, the communist regime is being violently protested against all over Europe as a corrupt,
repressive, evil scourge. Yet this revolutionary and
his band of Marxist misfits claim South Africa cries
for their leadership.
If there is one thing that we have learned from
history its that proponents of Communism always
claim there efforts will free the oppressed peoples and
initiate a new, fresh beginning; a system free of all
"class oriented" injustices. In fact, the opposite has
always occurred; after the revolution, enslavement,
death, and suffering are sure to follow.
South Africa is no different from any other unstable country susceptible of falling to a Communist
revolution; we should not join the ranks of countries
like Cuba in supporting it.
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• PALESTINIAN RIGHTS

Editor:
The Palestinians are human
beings. They havetherighttoexist
and have the right to self determination.
The comparison between Israel
and South Africa has been misunderstood by many. The Palestinians are being treated as second
class citizens while living in their
homeland. They are Ii ving under
military rule where they are
stripped of their freedom and subjected to curfews and deliberate
intimidation.
Israel has banned the press,
just like South Africa did, to hide
the truth from the world.

The Israeli government has refused to hold direct talks with the
Palestinians. Instead it held talks
with Egypt, Jordan and the United
States refusing to recognize the
Palestinians as human beings.
George A. Kishek
computer science
•LOVE DISSOLVES HATE

Editor:
It is inevitable that sooner or
later, the hatred.displayed against
other races now will be dissolved
by love.
Peter Carroll, Taylor, Palestinians, Russians, Americans, South
Africans are all one:

We all need a breath of life, we
all have an attachment to one
another through life's spirit.
We all have the same need, to be
loved and be loving, we are all
from the one source.
Let's get on with the letting go
of the fear in our lives and allow r
some light to come inside instead.
Let's let the love that's waiting
to be released from our hearts
overflow into the heart of our
world, our experiences, and see
what it feels like to be happy for
more than 15 seconds out of a life- •
time.

•

Daya Devi-Doolin
staff member, biological sciences
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There's something wrong with a guy who wears red
acteristics, such as a little embroidered bunny rabbit or a gold
locket with a picture of Donny
Osmond, and as an American I
am frankly not going to speculate
about this in print. The point is
that we got Noriega, and all that
I guess you're all as excited as
remains now is to give him a fair
I am about the up'coming fair
trial in front of 12 unbiased jutrial and conviction of Manuel
rors with the mental alertness of
N or:iega on charges of being a
moist towelettes. Because, of
little toad-faced human spitoon.
course, any normal human being
As you recall, Noriega surwho has advanced beyond the
rendered to U.S. troops in the
spermatozoa stage already
culmination of a major military
knows he's guilty.
operation ordered by President
So the question is, where are
George "Geronimo" Bush after
we going to find jurors who are
many anguished moments of
totally, pathetically out-of-it? It
agonizing over what the official
could be a real problem in many
operation nickname would be.
areas, but fortunately, the NoriAmong the leading candidates
ega trial will be held in: Miami.
were:
My town. Believe me, this is the
"Operation Maximum Stud
mother lode of Noriega jurors.
Hombre."
We have people here who make
the Oliver North jurors look like
"Operation Testosterone
Tornado."
Ted Koppel. I drive behind these
people all the time. They'll get in
"Operation Doodoo Kicker."
the left-tum lane, which has
But finally he settled on
giant arrows pointing left and
"Operation Just Cause," and he
signs that say LEFT TURN
sent 26,000 troops down there,
ONLY, and when the green arand they finally got Manuel,
row lights up, pointing left, these
and the Justice Department
people will attempt to turn:
issued the following triumright. Of course. Why not?? And
phant statement: "Wait a minwhen you honk at these people,
ute! Our warrant was for an
they have NO IDEA why. They
IRVING Noriega of Panama,
©1990 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
take both hands off the wheel so
Kansas!"
All Rights Reserved
they can scratch the points of
No, really, Manuel is defitheir heads, which are emitting
nitely our man. The State Department correctly identified him in a police lineup these undershorts, on a fundamental unspoken emo- visible question marks that look exactly like the ones
Sluggo used to emit in the old Nancy comic strip.
that included a number of other dictators, including tional level, than to his spouse.
This is the kind of undershorts I wear, and rm sure
So I'm sure the fair trial and conviction will go off
Baby Doc Duvalier of Extreme Luxury, France, and
the late Ferdinand Marcos. Also our forces in Pan- President Bush does, too. But just to make sure, I without a hitch, serving as a warning to brutal
ama uncovered some highly incriminating evidence called the White House (this is true). I was trans- corrupt murdering dictators everywhere that they're
against Noriega, such as that -Tipper Gore, please ferred to a person in Media Relations, and we had the going to feel the mighty righteous wrath of the U.S.
government, unless, of course, they happen to be the
shield your eyeballs - he wore RED UNDER- following conversation:
ME: What kind of undershorts ·does President brutal cerrupt murdering dictators of China, in
SHORTS. Really. This was formally revealed by the
U.S. military command and reported as actual news Bush wear?
which case they're going to feel the warm moist lips
MEDIA RELATIONS PERSON: What?
of U.S. government envoys smooching against their
in all the media, including The New York Times.
ME: I mean, they're not red, right?
And with good reason. Because as Americans, we
behinds.
The Media Relations person said he'd get back to
We've decided to graciously overlook the recent
ean all agree that there's something fundamentally
wrong with a guy who wears red undershorts. A me, and about a half-hour later he did, with the mass killings and remain friends with the Chinese
regular American guy wears the kind of undershorts following statement: "There is no information avail- leaders because of complex foreign-policy considerations, such as that they gave us that real nice set of
that are clearly specified in the Monroe Doctrine, able on that."
I'm sure there's a perfectly reasonable explanation pandas. Recently, we even sent Totally Renovated
namely white undershorts that are actually gray and
that have pieces of elastic sticking out like escaping. for this.National Security, probably. I'm sure the fact Former President "Dick" Nixon over there for a nice
worms, but the guy refuses to throw them away that the White House has gone to such great lengths get-together. "Dick," by the way, wears four sets of
because he has had them since high school, in many to conceal the nature of the president's undershorts boxer shorts simultaneously, not that this is any of
crucial situations, and he is probably more loyal to does NOT suggest that they have any unusual char- your business.

.,

Looking for a fraternity, sorority, or student
organization that would like to make $SOC .
$1,000 for a one-week on-campus marketing
project. Must be organized and hardworking.
Call Jeanine or Lisa at (800) 592-2121 .

WAR GAMES last Saturday was a great
success. Don't forget withdrawal deadline
tomorrowl Orlando Magic fundraiser on
Saturday! Meet at house tomorrow at 3:00
for picnic Greek Week is less than 5 weeks ·
awayl Delts are psyched to win II

Male roommate to share 2bdrm/2ba $115/mo
+ 1/4 util. +deposit. Call Scott at 896-2193
leave message.

Alpha Phi Omega
Congrats to the Pledge Class on their great
service project! Retreat on Sat at Camp
lthief. Meet at canoes at 8:15am (not a Phi
0 time?). BH mtgs have moved to CESA II
Rm 220.

Responsible person needed to share home in
east W. Park w/30's alum. Privatll room/bath.
$260/mo + 1/2 util. Laundry, cable, tennis,
lake, more. Marti , days 648-9674.

Tau Kappa Epsilon
Retreat this weekend at Katie's Wekiva
River Landing, so find Tony and give him
your money. The $12 covers canoe,
campsite, dinner and some refreshments.
Pay by 312190.
Sigma Phi Epsilon
The fair starts today so make sure you sign
up. Basketball tonight at 9:30 vs AXA.
Rumor has 11 that Dave M. won G-meister
again! Its hard to be humble when you're
the best l:OE!
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
l:AE - 3-2-90 1s the skallng sooal wtth AXA.
Sig up in cafe (bus/skatererytal) "Bust A
Butt" from 11pm to 1am. Bus leaves SAE
house at 1Opm. Dance floor hosted by live
DJ! SEE YOU THERE!

Racquetball Club
Interested in Racquetball? Join the UCF Rae·
quetbal! Club. A great way to have fun, stay in
shape, and meet other players. All level of
players welcome. Call 678-1848.
Fellowship of Christian Athletes
FROLICI CRAZYIAWESOME IThesearejust
a few of the ways to descnbe FCA. Come
check it out each Thursday at 6:1 5pm in the
Wayne Densch Sports Center Building 2. Be
There!
FSLATE
Florida Student Leaders Association of
Teacher Educators will be hosting Keith Hui·
bert speaking on substance abuse on Mon
Mar 5 from 3-Spm in ED 210. Also, on Thurs.
Mars the 1990FloridaTeacheroftheYearwill
be speaking at 4pm . Education Majors and all
other interested students are welcome to at·
tend.
<._,..

GOLDEN KEY - Next meeting is in CEBA II
Room 216 at 8:00pm

CRUISESHIPS NOW HIRING for spring,
Christmas and next summer breaks. Many
positions. Call 1-805-682-7555 Ext. S-1153
(call 7 days a week)
Part time housekeeper. 6 hours every other
week. Schedule flexible . $7 hour near UCF.
6n-1soa

Pi Kappa Alpha
Post modern party Friday night at the
house. Thanks to everyone, Sat. was a big
success. Two weeks til Key Westl Happy
Hat Week Sigma Chi.

Delta Sigma Pi
Congratulations to the Rose & Thorn:
Donna Vaughan and Pete Howlett.
Reminder: Car wash on 03104 at the Shell
station (50 & 436). Be therel

"ATIENTION" - GOVERNMENT HOMES
from $1 (U repair) . Delinquent tax property.
Repossessions. Call 1-602-838-8885 Ext.
GH5780

Male needed to share 2bd/2bth duplex 1 mile
from UCF $300 Jackie 678-2697

YOUNG COUPLE with home 3.5 miles from
UCF wanting to rent bedroom, bath, loft to
student. NONsmoker $300 + 113 utilities.
Call 366-4621

Claims Trainee
May 1990 Graduates
Crum & Forster Commercial Insurance, a
Xerox Financial Organization will be recruiting
SEIZED CARS, trucks, 4wheelers, TV's, steon Campus, Wednesday, March 7th for a
reos, furniture, computers by DEA, FBI, IRS
traineee position for our Maitland Office. To
and US customs. Available your area now.
enter this interesting and challenging field,
Call 1-805-682-7555 Ext. C-1759.
you need an ability to deal with people of
· (call 7 days a week)
varying backgrounds and education. Our
1984 Dodge Shelby . Immaculate cond. . claims program begins with approximately 12
months of intensive, on-the-job training under
70,000 mi. 5 speed, AIC, STEREO Cassette.
the supervision of skilled daims professionBlue & Silver. GREAT CAR FOR STUDENT.
als. Sign up at the Student Placement Center
$2,600 0 .8 .0 . 886-71 80
or send you r resume in confidence to:
ATTENTION-GOVERNMENT SEIZED VECarolyn Clements
HICLES from $100. Fords, Mercedes, CorCrum & Forster Commercial Insurance
vettes, Chevys. Surplus Buyers Gulde . 1-602P.O. Box 945075
838-8685. EXT A 5780
Maitland, Florida 327~5075
EOE/MIF
Mustang GT 1988, 5-spd. 24Kmiles red and
gray excellent condition Kenwood CD Stereo
Full tlme, part time, or summer job' a great
System with 18-spkers 10,500 or 12,000 with
opportunity to get started with a strong comsystem 380-5561
pany $300 to $2,000 a week. For information
call at (407) 568-5061
1982 T-Bird fully equipped digital dash excel·
lent condition $2250/BO Call 381-9228
TLC after school for 2 children ages 4 and 8.
2pm-6pm MWF $5/l 1r call Judy 831-3120 after

Complete typing/WP services fast. AES, 2431
Aloma#211 671-4414.
Reasonable and fast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs.
EXCELLENT WORDPROCESSING 8597168
RESUMES & TERM PAPERS
PROFESSIONAL SECRETARIES
FAST &ACCURATE
Research Park-Research Pavil ion-101
Executive Support Centers-275-6455

LOST - DALMATIAN, female-brown spots
near UCF/Alafaya Trail Reward Please call
380-6367 leave message

NEED HELP WITH MATH OR STATISTICS?
FOR TUTORING, CALL 2n-2839.

6

1 or 2 Bdrm Apt, walk $285. 851-7235.
Duplex-UCF area 2 bdr Oak Hoors, trench
doors, skylights, wood decks $495/mo no
pets 1yr lease 249-18961277-6647-257-3461
Desirable Sherwood Forest 3bdl2bth
Washer/Oryer, microwave, dishwasher One
avail. May 1 $625/mo Reserve now (407) 4537241
For rent: Duplex 2bd/2b washer, dryer,
drapes, new carpet. Close to school. $450
876-3039
Room for rent available NOWll O.Vn bathroom, washer, & dryer 230 .0 located 1n WP off
Howell Branch sn-6473.

Na11onal marketing firm seeks mature student
to manage on-campus promotions for top

companies this school year. Flexible hours
with earning potential to $2500 per semester.
Must be organized, hardworking, and moneymotivated. Call Jeanine or Lisa at {800) 5922121.
Earn 20% on everything you selll
FleXJble hours on campus. If you're hungry for
money, We Need You! Call The Central Florida Future and ask for Cindy or Donna 2752601
JOIN THE CREW I
Calico Jacks Is now hiring fun and energeuc
servers for the Altamonte Spnngs and S.
Orlando locations. Part ume available and
flexible hours. Call Bob or John for an appt@
767-2529 Remember nobody but nobody
parties like Calico Jacks I

WHY RENT? Get some affordable eqwty
1983 Mobile Home;2BR;5 minutes from UCF;
1 minute from E-West; $10000 or will help fi.
nance at $11000. Call to negotlate terms 2nS881 Ive msg
Beautiful 2 story, 3bdrm, 2bath home. Fireplace, formal dining room, eat-in-kitchen.
LOTS OF STORAGE. full basement, 2 car
garage. Cul-de-Sac. Asking $88,500. Call
886-7180
call eves 380-0635
REPOSSESSED VA & HUD HOMES available from government from $1 without aed11
check. Yourepair.Alsotaxdelinquentforedosures CALL 1-805-682-7555 Ext. H2124 for
repo list your area.
(call 7 days a week)
'68 SKI NAUTIQUE 2001, like new, w/trailer,
$12,700 (904) 429-3574

SPORTS
WRITERS
NEEDED
Opportunities are open to cover the UCF
sports beats - baseball, football, basketball,
tennis, soccer and more.
Come down to The Central Florida Future editorial office and
let us know if you want a shot at
covering the most exciting
sporting events in Central
Florida.Or call Bill Foxworthy at
275-2865 to get all the details
about getting ·great seats and
even better experience.

-BANDS AND SOLOISTSOo you want to be rich and famous? Don't we
all? If you are looking for an opportunity to play
for a mass of UCF students. gain notoriety,
and save the Earth. then call Mark at 629-0472
atrer 5:30

Sporting Goods Dist
Looking for on-campus aggressive
:.a esperson to promote local dist.
multlline sporting goods and apparel commission Call 273-9718 or n4-0516

Ladies - Try modeling. No experience necessary. Model 4 hours in exchange for portfolio
pictures. Ages 21-55. Phone 349-5126

Research papers, 18,278 available! Catalog
2.00 Research, 11322 Idaho, #206XT Los
Angeles 90025. Toll free (800) 351-0222, exL
33 Visa/Mastercard or COD
Excellent, fair pnces for all auto repa.ir-ASE
Cert. mechanic 671 -6355.
Mr. Bob
No more clues, you should be able o guess
now. Your Big Brother
Brett,
Stop talking about me to the whole world in
this paper. I'm going to Cinderella alone Sat.
at noon. Don't call me, 111 call you.
Bunny

Need Part Time Income? Need Grams? Need
a Scholarship? We can help• Free Info: t-800USA-1221ext.1090
ATTENTION - HIRING! Government jobs·
your area. $17,840 - $69,485 Call 1-602·
838-8685.ExtR18189
ATTENTION: EARN MONEY READING
BOOKSI $32,000/year Income potenual.
Details. (1) 602-838-8885 Ext. BK18189
ATTENTION: EASY WORK EXCELLENT
PAY! Assemble products at home. Details.
(1)602-838-8885. Ext. W-5780

"

VISA OR MASTERCARD! Even 1f bankrupt
or bad credit ! We guarantee you a card or
~your money back.
Call 1-805-682-7555 EXT M-1280
(call 7 days a week)

EXCELLENT WORD PROCESSING 3660538.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING
One mile from UCF campus.
All student documents. Same day service
available. IBM/AT, WORD PERFECT 5.0
IBM lener quality/laser printing.

*

*

Fast
Professional
Accurate
WORDMASTERS 277-9600

Bill & Ted,
You 2 stay out of my personal life.
Disorganized Crime is showing in the Wild
Pizza tonite. Be there at 9pm , we have
something to discuss.
-Brett
To Lara,
Good Luckl What's your new nickname
going to be?
Cutthroat and Bleeding Ulcer

Artist Wanted

You ·can expect a good job in the future if you
get a job with The Central Florida Future now.
Jeff Glick was the art director for The Central Florida Future
from 1984 to 1986. When he graduated from UCF in 1986 with
~ B.A. in graphic design, his work at The Central Florida Future
helped him get a job as _a graphic artist at the Dallas Morning
Times and the Miami Herald. Jeff was hired by the U.S. News
and World Report magazine as the graphics editor.

The Central Florida Futu_r~ is now accepting applications
. for the pos1t1on of art director.
For more information, call Scott Horner-at 275-2865.

I
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...-----------------If you're not
r
recycling,
.
you're th rowing ,
it all awqy.
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BEFORE VC>U CAN
. FOLLOW VC>UR
DREAMS, YOU'VE
GOT TC> FOLLOW
THE RULES.

A reminder from the Environmental Defense F•Jnd
that if you're throwing away a lot more than just your
trash. You and your community can recycle.
Write the Environmental Defense Fund at: EDFRecycling, 257 Park Avenue South, New York, NY
10010, for a free brochure that will tell you everything
you need to know about recycling.

•

•

,.

•

Let's talk about
your most
!fDPOrtant
mvesbnent
Your rareer.

,•

lllere's no investment that cJclivcrs rclurnc; like the effort you pul inlo
building a successful career. Return.-; llke personal sati<Jfaction, growth
opportunities and finandal reward. So If you consider Investing in a
financial services career, consider Merrill Lynch. After all, no one kn ws
investments like we do.
W=!'d like to tell you about our career Investment stralcgics at an up-

•

coming career Interview. We1J talk about training;career mobility and,
most important, the versatility that comes with being a Anancial

Consultant with the industry leader.
The interviews will be held:

Barbara Houben
Rea-uitmenl Coordinator
Career Re:BOtll"re Center
Unlvenity of Central Florida

(407) 275-2361

~Merrill Lynch
_t,...,A....tradition of trusL

,.,.,,,,..,..,,.._~.....,.r~

Were at our best !Or you.1

WORDS
HIT · ·.~
HARDER·.·
THAN··:·;.:
FISTS ..(
·/

-

IF YOU HAVEN'T SEEN US LATELY
YOU HAVEN'T SEEN US AT OUR BEST!

Nl;W MA.N AGEMENT
Drop Off Your Laundry
WASH - DRY - FOLD
60¢ per lb. - No Limit, Or Do It Yourself
washers
$1.00
Super Washers
$2.00
Dryers
30 minutes
50¢
Clean Atmosphere, Color TV, Video Games
Food, Snacks, and Morel
Attendant Always On Duty
Hours: 7:00 AM - 9:00 PM 7 Days

March 6, 1990
Career Re:llOUJ're Center
Unlvenlty of Central Aorida
Call today lo schedule an appointment

•

GO KNIGHTS!!!

~

Oviedo

Convonlenny ~led m

•

Aletaya Square
93 Alafaya Woods Blvd.

~

:II

Al ArAVA
SOUARE

~

- + - ----''----ua--t

366-2041

~

Central FlOrida
Future. Send in

your letters and
commentaries.
P.O. Box 25000,
Orlando, FL

AU.FA.YA llLVD.

32816

A Student Organization of the Month

Student Government is looking for organizations to be
Organization of the Month.
All .you have to do is fill out an application for it at the
Student Government front desk!
Here are the list of questions that are on the application:
Please list services your organization has offered the community as a whole. Please give dates.
What has your organization done to seNe the students of UCF? Please give dates of service
projects.
What seNices do you as an organization offer to your members? Why should students join your
organization?
How does your organization, if at all, promote UCF as a whole?

Applications will be reviewed at the end of each month for
following month's organizaton. Get your 's in now!!

th~

·.

Jnstead of getting
into a bar room
brawl, air your
feelings in The

•

...

.

selection of the

·.·

.. ·.-·t 4
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LADY KNIGHTS
FROM PAGE 16

Knights, 63-34, including 34
offensive rebounds.
"After the first few minutes,
that's as well as we've played
in a long, longtime," Barrmore
said. Kelly Bradley scored 21
points to lead UCF.

SHUTOUT
UCF pitcher Anthony Laszaic throws en route to a seven-hit shutout over Wisconsin. UCF won the
game 8-0. The Knights are 7-8 on the year and play the University of Georgia this weekend.

BESTER
FROM PAGE 15

played college basketball on
scholarshjp at Qwncy College
in Illinois and he taught me
the ins and outs of the game. n
Bester and Bob Blackwood
are both senior co-captains
who will play their final games
at UCF this weekend. When
the season ends, the team may
be at a loss for the leadership
sfil lls they offered.
"Next year we will look for
someone to step up and take
that leadership role," Anthony
Haynes, junior guard, said.
"Both Ed and Bob are great
leaders by example, and both
will be missed."
"We have these last two
games to end this season on a
positive note. I think we will,"
Bester said.

1--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---1

BUILD YOUR SKILLS TO BOOST YOUR SCORESl
Cl.ASSES ST.ARI':
GMAT .............. .APRIL 24
GRE ........ ........ MARCH 1
LSAT.... : .......... MARCH 7

I

PARIS fCH1cAGol

'--'-----..J ~oo

'B

J

$158.?0

!FRANKFURT

JI

$435. 00

Air Fares based on Round trip travel Restrictions apply
um;ted spac&-resen1e early!

ry!!!!u. '!!/!r~s£L'!nf.· ==---~-

9442 E. COLONIAL• 282-5100

~STANLEY H. KAPIAN

1 Take Kaplan OrTakeYour Chances
2238 Winter Woods Blvd.
Winter Park, FL
(407) 678-8400

•

. . :/·~ SEAN

··coNNERY
THE

1111
-FUR.-

RmOCIDBER
ALEC

BALDWIN

:n··.

PARAMOUNTPICTURESPRF.mmi AMACE NEUFELD/JERRY SHERLOCKPRODUcr10N AJOHN McTIERNAN FILM SEAN CONNERY ALEC BALDWIN THE HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER •• •* * •,...

scarr GLENN JAMES EARL JONES SAM NEILL MUS~ BASIL POLEDOURIS ?~H~LARRY DE WMYAN~JERRY SHERLOCK SCREEN":~ LARRY FERGUSON DONALD STEWART
IPGIPW11TAL&IDll:ESl8mtlloS&I READTHEBERKLEYBF.SI'SELLER e.w~mTOMGLANCY PRoouc~~MACENEUFELD DIRE9~JOHNMcTIERNAN IXIL:::=Je APARAMOUNTPICTURE ! I
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TOURNAMENT

EdSel "'B ester's Career
peaks near year's end

said.
The weekend tourney
marks the last games to be
played at UCF for senior coon a doctorate in education man, who averages 11.4 points captains Bester and Bob
andherfatherteachesin Volu- per game and 7.1 rebounds.
Blackwood.
sia county.
Brooklyn, also a NCAA I
The tournament looks to by Glenn Carrasquillo
Kemmer student-teaches at independent, brings a record be a struggle between a few of - CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Bonneville Elementary and of 7-18 into the tourney. They the' less powerful teams in
Edsel Bester is one of two
plans to stay in the Orlando are led by John Shurina and NCAA Division I basketball. A
area after graduation.
Ralph Solis who average 15 college basketball power rat- seniors on the UCF basketball
For now Kemmer does what and 13.2 points per game, re- ing published in the USA To- team who will don their uniKnight asks.
spectively.
day had UCF listed as number forms in their final games this
"Kaci is a good team player
"We have a chance to do 290 in a field of 293 teams. weekend.
"It's going to be sad playing
who is· willing to fill any role well, and it would be good to Brooklyn was listed at the
that is best for the team/' end the season on a good note," bottom at 293 and Liberty was in my last games here at UCF.
Knight said.
senior guard Edsel Bester number 273 in the weekly There will be a lot of memories
left behind," Bester said.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . Bester will best be remembered for the shooting ability
he has shown in his four-year
career at UCF. This season,
Bester is among the best in the
nation in three-point shooting
percentage. He has connected
on 32 of 65 shots from three
point land, a 49 percent success rate.
"Ed is shooting with a lot of
confidence, especially in the
Waitresses
Waiters
latter part of this season. He
Security
Cashiers
has been our best offensive
player," Coach Joe Dean said.
Dishwashers
Cooks
Bester is a product of ChrisGift Shop
tian Brothers College High
School, where he led that basHostesses
ketball team to the state chamGuest Service Ho t
pionship. He was named the
MVP in that state tournament.
"We won a lot of games in
Join the "Good Time Gang"
high school. We won 20 games
Apply Church Street Station
at least every year that I was

,. , FROM PAGE 16

FROM PAGE 19

NOW HIRING

•

.

37 West Pine Street, Orlando
Mon. thrn Fri., 9-5

or

• VOLLEY TOURNEY
The UCF volleyball club
will sponsor a mixed doubles
tournament Sunday 9 a.m.
- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - For more information or to
pick up an entry form, go to the
IGosk, Education building
lobby or Student Center.
The club won an Ormond
Beach men's A-rated tournament over the weekend.

-II LE PRESENTS:

•CREW SEASON STARTS

Kick off Spring
Break '90 at:

RAY'S KNIGHT
OUT PUB on
TUESDAY, MARCH 6
8:00 p.m.

@

• Proceeds benefitting

"Keep .
Brevard ~
Beautiful" ~
•

..

21 and older welcome!
$3 cover/$1 beers

• Wild contests and prizesr
• Beach attire

Bud
\.

Light

there," Bester said.
"Comingto UCF was a big
change from the preps but I
think it made me a better person in learning to live through
adversity."
Bester started this season
with limited playing time, but
fought back to earn his starting spot at the off guard position.
"Ed has played better with
the more minutes that he has
had," Dean said. "He didn't
shoot that well to start the
season, but he has turned that
around and has been our best
outside shooter."
Bester is coming·off a pair of
games scoring 24 and 21
points. He led the team in
minutes played in the Knights'
last victory over BethuneCookman.
"I've learned that winning
isn't always everything," Bester said. "Sometimes, how
you go about things really is
more important."
Such lessons may have been
taught by Bester's father, Ed
Bester, Sr.
"My dad has been a great
influence to me in basketball
and in life," Bester said. "He
see BESTER page 14

Sports Briefs 1...___._______,.,_,,.:;.,_.,., ..

Ring 425-5975

We brought you
Monster Mash,
now Pi Sigma Epsilon
brings you the beach ...

15

~
~

The UCF crew program
opens its eighteenth season
taking part in the Keuper Cup
in Melbourne Mar. 3. The
three schools involved are
UCF, Florida Institute of
Technology, and the University of Miami.
FIT ranked second in the
nation last year in men's programs. Miami was second in
Florida in men's crew last year
and UCF was third.
On the women's side, Miami
has been undefeated in the
eight member crew races for
the last year and a half.
The last time Miami lost to a
southern crew was two years
ago at the Keuper Cup. Miami
was first last year in the state's
eight member crew and UCF
was second.
UCF went on to win the
national championships in
women's fours and Miami
placed tenth overall at the
men's championship.
• JUST BASEBALL
While Boardwalk and Baseball theme park closed to the
public, Baseball City Stadium
remains open and will continue to host baseball events.
Kansas City Royals spring
training will be held March 3. 30.
Season tickets for all 16
home games are $120 (box)
and $104 (reserved). Single
tickets are $7.50 (box) and
$6.50 (reserved). To order by

: ':H

_
.,,>.,,,,,,"''_
:.,.......

credit card call 648-5151, ext.
7115.
• RUGBY RESULTS
The UCF rugby club finished in third place in the
University of Tulane Dixie
Mardi Gras tournament.
In its first game the UCF
team defeated Alabam~ 27-0.
The team advanced and
played Swarthmore, winning
23-6.
In the semi-finals the UCF
team faced Tulane, the defending tournament champions.
Tulane defeated UCF, 15-3,
then defeated Vanderbilt to
retain the championship.
•ROAD RACE
The Jewish Community
Center of Central Florida will
hold a three-event run Mar.
11. The event will include a
5,000 meter road race, a
10,000 meter road race and a
440-yard kiddie race.
Prizes will be awarded to all
age division runners and refreshments will be served. For
more information call 6455933.
• RACQUETBALL TEAM
The UCF racquetball team
competed in the Florida State
Singles Racquetball Championship in Jacksonville Feb. 2225. More than 320 of the state's
top-ranked racquetball players competed in the tournament.
"This is one of the largest
tournaments the team competes in," said John Binks,
president of the racquetball
team. "The team players
showed this state that we're a
top competitive team and we
are here to stay."
The UCF team will compete
in the American Collegiate
Racquetball Association
Southeast Regional Championships in Daytona in March.

·
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Lady Knights fall to La. Tech., 121·.57
Top-ranked Lady Techsters blast women's
basketball team in final home game of year
by Roy Fuoco
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Jorge AlvarezJCENT RAl. FLORllJA FUTURE

Kelly Lincoln keeps the ball away from Louisiana Technical Universi1y opponents
in the Lady Knights' final home game Monday night in the UCF gym.

The fun lasted nine minutes, but it
was only a matter of t ime before the
Louisiana Tech Lady Techsters turned
it on.
When they did, they turned it on big,
as they roJled over UCF, 121-57, Monday night.
The Lady Techsters (27-0), ranked
number one in the country, set a record
for the most points scored against UCF.
Tulane set the previous record of 117
points in the 1986-87 season. The 64point margin of victory surpassed
North Carolina's 48-point victory in
1987-88.
Unlike their strategy against Florida last Thursday when the Lady
Knights tried to slow down the pace,
they tried to run with the Lady Techsters.
"We were going to slow it down, but
I decided with five minutes left on the
warm-up clock to take it to them," UCF
Coach Beverly Knight said.
The Lady Knights (7-19) got off to a
good start and went up, 18-12, when
Natalie Howard sank a 10-foot jump
shot at 13:22. But the lead would be
brief. Louisiana Teth came from a time
out and went on a 20-3 run to go up by
11.
Kelly Bradley's layup lowered the
Lady Techsters' lead to single digits.
Venus Lacey (36 points, 11 rebounds),
who made 16-of-18 shots, scored 11
consecutive points to spark the Lady
·
Techsters' run.
"It was a great feeling to be there to
know that we can upset the best,"
Knight said. "From the beginning we
knew it was David and G<>liath. They

just turned it on. They're an extremely
good team, but it was exciting to play
them."
When UCF moves to the American
South Conference next year, the Lady
Knights will play the Lady Techsters at
least twice.
Down 41-25, the Lady Knights attempted one more comeback by scoring
four points to cut the Lady Techsters'
lead to 12 points.
But Louisiana Tech squashed any
more thoughts of a comeback by
outscoring UCF 16-4 the rest of the
game.
The Lady Techsters led 57-33 at
halftime. Reserve guard Ashley Dixon
thrilled the crowd of 727 by nailing a
three-pointer from midcourt, but it did
not count as time had run out.
"
"It was very good for us to get behind," Louisiana Tech Coach Leon
Barrmore said.
"I wasn't going to tell them before
the game that Central Florida was
going to beat us because they would not
believe me. It [UCF's lead] got their attention."
Louisiana Tech briefly put on a fu11court press to spark their first court
run. Barrmore said he put the press to
get the lead.
"Also to get some movement, we
were standing around," he said.
The Lady Techsters gave a clinic on
rebounding, fast-break offense and
passing in the second half and _
outscored UCF, 64-24.
The big difference in the game was
rebounding.
Louisiana Tech exploited its inside
strength by out-rebounding the Lady

Men's team
hosts UCF
tournament .

Kacie Kemmer plays
final game at UCF
by Jay Rutenkroger
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Never mind awards for
prowess in dribbling, shooting and rebounding. When
Kacie Kemmer attended
basketball camps she
earned awards for hustling.
Kemmer is a four-year
player for the Lady Knights
basketball team and came
to UCF as a freshman from
Daytona Beach Mainland
High School.
In her first three seasons
for UCF Kemmer started at
the small forward position.
But this year Kemmer
comes off the bench as a
substitute.
As a senior, Kemmer also
serves as Lady Knights cocaptain along with Jill
Killen and Kelly Bradley.
UCF Coach Beverly
Knight explained the need
for having a strong group of
players on the bench.
"I expect all our .Players
to have the desire to start. It
often takes eight or nine
people to win a game because of the strategy
changes that occur during a
game," Knight said.
"It doesn't bother me

because you know that eventually you will enter the game,"
Kemmer said of coming off the
bench.
"I've never minded subbing
because Coach Knight substitutes frequently."
Kemmer had success this
season in her new bench role.
In the championship game of
the Thanksgiving Tournament against Notre Dame,
Kemmer connected on six of 11
field goal attempts with two
steals.
Against Florida International University Kemmer
converted five of eight attempts, had three rebounds
and two steals-all in ten
minutes of playing time.
Knight said Kemmer's
strength lies in her defense.
"Kaci has a quick first step
defensively," Knight said.
"She possesses great instincts
at making the steal. We need
her defensively as much as we
can. Her defensive aggressiveness can tum around a ball
game.
"When she's in the game she
gives a good effort and stays
awake mentally. Kaci's a key
sub who can make things happen."
In May, Kemmer will

see LADY KNIGHTS page 14.

by Glenn Carrasquillo
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
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Senior Kacie Kemmer, a backup small forward, warms up
before her final home game at UCF Monday night.

graduate with a bachelor's
degree in elementary education.
She will follow her parents'

footsteps in this field.
Her mother is working

•

The Running Knights will
tip off in the first annual UCF
Classic this weekend in the
UCF gymnasium.
In the Classic, the Knights
will play their final basketball
games of the season. UCF•
faces Liberty University Friday night at 7:30 p.m. and
Brooklyn College Saturday at
4 p.m. One other game between Liberty and Brooklyn
will be played at 4 p.m. Sunday.
•
"I think the three teams are
evenly matched," said UCF
basketball Coach Joe Dean.
"I'm looking forward to the
challenge and hope we can be
the best team and win."
Liberty, an independent o~
NCAA I brings a record of9-16
into the tourney. Their top gun
is 6-foot-3-inch guard Bailex
Alston, who averages 25.i'
points per game and 4.6 rebounds. Alston is second in
points scored per game in th~
state of Virginia and has
scored in double figures in all
80 of his games at Liberty.
Alston is complemented b1
6-foot-seven center Mike Cole-

see KEMMER page 14
see TOURNAMENT page 15
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THE

RISE OF
HOLLYWOOD E~
As Hollywood, California grew in the '30s,
Orlando is now doing the same.
And with UCF's new film school, students
will play a major rOle in the construction

of Florida's movie mecca in the '90s
by S. Angela Davidson

s THE OPENING OF 1HE UCF FILM ScHOOL
approaches, eager students and local studios are setting the scene for
Flortda's largest production yet. ..
"Hollywood East."
This is the fihn buzzword
being used to describe Florida's
future.
The UCF film program to
begin next fall, is the key element in opening the
door to the locally expanding industry.
However, due to the high cost of funding for the
proposed programs, the Florida State University
System has required the aid of state legislation.
The UCF Board of Regents has approved the
proposal for the university's film school and will
provide financial support.
The great expense of the film program will limit
the number of students that can be accepted.
This makes it a "limited access" program, meaning that to be accepted, the students must not
only meet the requirements of the college of
communications, but those of the UCF Film Division as well.
In order to assure that the limited amount of
money will be utilized to its fullest degree, the
criteria for admission to the film program is set to
admit only those who are most qualified.
This is to benefit the students in the long run.
"There will be more courses, more teachers,
and less students," said Dr. Giles J. Hoglin, a

professor in the communication department.
This will, according to Hoglin, allow students to
attain more advanced instruction and more individual attention.
According to the requirements set by the UCF
Film Division, to be considered for admission, applicants need an overall 3.0 grade point average
and a minimum
of 45 hours college credit, the
submission of a
written essay,
passage of a
written proficiency examination and evaluation of other
materials, such
as a portfolio,
when possible.
Applicants
must understand they are competing for a limited
number of spaces in the program.
For these reasons there are no minors in film at
UCF and non-major enrollment in film courses is
limited to film studies classes, not production
classes. Non-majors cannot enroll for just ..a
course or two." There will be a wide range of
courses offered in the new major with which
students can specialize in film production,
screenwrtting, directing, editing, set design,

0

rlando has all of
the pieces in place,
with support from
education, government
and the industry,
and the sky's the limit.

see FILM SCHOOL page 3
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Who's to blame for a ·n op?
Everyone loves a smash, no one likes to take out the trash

Dustin
Hoffman (left)
and Warren
Beatty find
themselves
stranded in the
Sahara Desert
in the box office
flop 'Ishtar.'

Rh I al l!m •

Disorganized Crime,
starring Corbin Bernsen
and Lou Diamond Phillips, will be shown
in the student
4
activities center
'
at 7 p.m. and 9
p.m". • Students of Wolf
and Schwab
will perform on
piano and horn
at noon in the
UCF Rehearsal
Hall. • Come- .
dian
Tim
Walkoe
will
perform at the
Corbin Bernsen
Comedy Zone
tonight at 8:30 p.m. Admission is $8. For
reservations call 351-3500 (must be 21
years old).
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Under Milk Wood by

Dylan Thomas will be per-

Columbia PlcturM

by Richard Eric Karman

W

Week

successful, everybody form. Great scripts can be made into great movies and
and their grandfather wants the credit. good scripts can be made into bad movies, bul horrible
When it goes down down the tubes, scripts can only be made into worse films.
those same people turn their backs,
Unfortunately for audiences, many rotten scripts
check their watches and pretend it never happened. pass through Hollywood's strainers, better lmown as
But that's only human, right?
producers.
Who, in fact, is responsible for a movie's triumph or
It's these guys we have to thank for not sandbagging
a potential stinker.
failure?
A film is like a baseball team, where many people
Have you ever found yourself thinking, 'Who on
contribute to it's accomplishments. The writers, ac- God's green earth was fool enough to bankroll this
tors, directors and producers all play major roles in piece of. .... Well, you 're not alone. Let's see, Howard the
the execution of fine film-making.
Duck and Ishtar. Just to name two of the big all-time
Nonetheless, a finger of blame must be pointed at flops.
But. for the most part, the actors are the ones most
someone first and foremost. That burden must be put
upon the person who came up with the original frequently blamed for a box oITice boom or bust.
concept. Simple enough. That would be the screen- However, where would the actors be without their
writerI author.
lines? They'd b e back on lhe comer doing mime for
He is the lucky /poor soul who came up with his
brainchild and was bold enough to put it in written
see FILM FLOPS page 4
HEN A FILM 1s HJGl-ll-Y

formed in the Seminole Community College Fine Arts Theater tonight and
March 3 at 8 p.m. and March 4 at 1:30
p.m. • D.R.I. will be in concert at the
Beacham Theater. Tickets are available
through Ticketmaster outlets. • Hank
Williams Jr. (Lone Wolf Tour 90) with
special guests Eddy Raven and Billy
Hill will be in concert at the Orlando
Arena. Tickets are $18.50. •The John
Young Planetarium will present a laser
light show featuring the music of Rush
at 9 p.m. and 10 p.m. Admission is $4
per person.

• Cinderella will be shown
the student activities center at noon and 3 p.m. • Alice Cooper
and special guest The· Front will perform in the Tupperware Auditorium in
Kissimmee a 8 p.m. Tickets are $18.50
plus service charge.
·
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•
The Renaissance and
Baroque Festival, featuring
Shakesperian
drama,
Italian

Ocean Blue makes some waves
While pop band Erasure gets Wild with their latest release
The Charts
Week ending March 1. 1990

Top Ten Albums
1. Cosmic Thing
B-52's
2 . ... But Seriously
Phil Collins
3. storm Front
Billy Joel
4. Forever Your Girl
Paula Abdul
5. Girl, You Know It's
True
MilliVanilll
6. Back on the Block
Quincy Jones
7. Rhythm Nation 1814
Janet Jackson
8. Full Moon Fever
Tom Petty
9. Journeyman
Eric Clapton
10. Pump
Aerosmlth

e 1990 Billboard

magazine

• The Ocean Blue
Artist Tue Ocean Blue
Producer: Mark Opitz
Label: Sire

F

ROM

ENGLAND

ACROSS

the ocean blue comes
yet another album
capturing the spirit of the
alternative music tradition.
The Ocean Blue is a new
wave of Englishmen ready
to take America by storm.
Their album The Ocean
Blue features David Schelzel on vocals and guitars,
Steve Lau on keyboards,
saxophone and
vocals,
Bobby Mittan on bass guitar and Rob ~innig on
drums.
The lyrics and music
throughout are upbeat.

When they aren't sounding like a cover band, the
sound is purely their own.
"Bet ween Something
and Nothing," the first song
on the album, truly represents the band's sound.
Schelzel captures your
attention while the band
lays low in the background
eventually rising like a
wave and then subsiding.
The Ocean Blue features
a collage of songs which is
refreshing amidst a sea of
albums that are merely a
million versions of one
emotion. I particularly liked
"Frigid Winter Days" and
"In Between Something and
Nothing." These two songs
particularly displayed the
talent and singularity of
The Ocean Blue as a whole.
Upon first reading the
lyrics on the album Jacket,
it is easy to assume that
The Ocean Blue is just another shallow addition to a
once serious music scene.
Listening to The Ocean
Blue proved to me that you
can not always judge an
album by its cover.

- Margaret Jennings

~ •Hot Topics: Affirmative
~~~~ Action

will be presented in
the student activities center at 7 p.m.

The Fa~ulty woo~wind
liu~ •Quintet
will perform m the
~-~~!Wl:d~=m~~

•Wild!

Artist: Erasure
Producers: Gareth Jones,
Mark Saunders & Erasure
Label: Sire

I

T

HAS

BEEN ALMOST 1WO

years since Erasure released the pop crossover
hit, The Innocents. That's
strange for a band that was
releasing albums within a
year of each other.
In their two years of
absence, it seems the boys
of Erasure have broadened
their musical horizons.
Their latest release, Wild.!,
offers more diverse .music
than any of their previous
projects.
see ERASURE page 4

Rehears a 1 . - - - - - - - - - - - - .
Hall at 8 p.m.
• Billy Joel
will be in concert at the
Florida Suncoast Dome
at 8 p.m.
Tickets are
$22.50 and
are available ........._ _ _ __
through Ticketmaster outlets. • Monty
Python's Meaning ofLife will be shown
in the student activities center at 9 p.m.
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'Les
Miserables'
comes
to.
Orlando
once·
again
·
..
Latest touring company delivers
strong, emotional performances

t

by John Citrone

..I laughed. I cried. Much better than Cats. I
want to see it again and again."
Yes. Les Miserables is back in 0-town and it is
., being performed at the Bob Carr Performing Arts
Center through Sunday.
This musical adaptation of the classic Victor
Hugo novel was a sensation last year with its debut
• tour. Since that time, it has won worldWide critical
acclaim.
With music by Claude-Michel Schonberg and
lyrtcs·by Herbert Kretzmer. audiences flocked to
theaters to view the spectacle that eventually
became known as Les Miz.
This year's production is just as credible as last
' year's (if not more so).
The story takes place during the revolution in
19th century France.
Jean Valjean (Brian Lynch) is released from
prison after 19 years on a chain gang and finds
himself struggling along with the unemployed
citizens of France.
While in the French underground, he comes to
the aid of Fantine (Christy Baron), a woman who
was forced into prostitution to earn money to buy
medicines for her daughter, Cosette.
Cosette is being kept by a poverty stricken innkeeper and his wife-the Thenardiers.
The Thenardiers mistreat Cosette while they
l shower their own daughter, Eponine, With kindness. Both of the girls grow to fall in love With the
young revolutionary Marius (Gary Moss). Only one
can win his love.
To complicate matters further. Valjean is being
hunted by Javert (Scott Logsdon). who is determined to put him behind bars once again. While all
this is going on, the oppressed citizens of France
are organizing a revolt.
Lynch was powerful as Valjean. His voice was
clear and strong.
At one point during the show, his voice did crack
noticeably. If it were not at such a crucial moment
as the announcement of his prison numerals in
front of the high French courts, it probably would
have gone unnoticed. Lynch's performance was
otherwise flawless.
• Christy Baron gave, by far. the best performance as Fantine.
Her vocals were powerful enough to drag tears
from the eyes of many audience members during
•the closing scene (mine included). Bravo, Baron!
The Thenardiers (Paul Ainsley, Diana Rogers)
also gave strong performances in adding both
humor and hate to the musical. During "The
Theardier's Waltz of Treachery," Ainsley and Rogers create lots of miserableness in their attempt
to trick Valjean into giving them more money for
Cosette so he can take her under his Wing.
The two most down-played performances were

those of Young Cosette (Jessica Ann Lightboum)
and Gavroche (BrtanFessenden). a strong-headed
youngster who aids the commonwealth soldiers in
their rebellion.
Both are absolute marvels; Lightbourn with the
song ..Castle on a Cloud" and Fessenden. well, for
evervthin~.

In Gavroche's final scene, Fessenden repeats
his most famous vocal lines .. Never kick a dog/ because he's just a pup/he'll fight like twenty armies
and he won't give up/ so you better run for cover
when the pup grows up" as he is dying in the slums
of France from a soldiers bullet; a heroic moment
indeed.
Cosette as an adult is played by Tamara Hayden
who gave yet another stunning performance. Her
voice was strong and soulful.
The character of Eponine, played by Dana Lynn
Caruso, came across as rather weak. .. On My
Own." one of the most popular songs from the
musical, is a powerfully emotional number.
This piece suffered with Caruso's sweetly soft
vocals. No, she is not a poor vocalist. she simply
was not powerful enough for the role. Instead of
being brave and strong-headed she is subtle and
complacent.
"A Little Fall of Rain," a song during which
Fontine dies, is also aiiected greatly by her subdued vocal style. Caruso's portrayal ofFontine left
her dying in Marius' arms after a gun-shot wound,
not as a heroine, but as a helpless victim of the
revolution. Caruso's vocals did work well With the
ensemble.
The overall production of Les Miz was well or-

FILM SCHOOL
SPEND YOUR SUMMER IN MAINE!

A BOYS' CAMP ON LONG LAKE
NAPLES MAINE
June 18th thru August 18th
I

COUNSELOR POSITIONS AVAILABLE

.

Baseball
Basketball
Soccer
Tennis
Street Hockey
Lacrosse
Archery
·
Riflery
General
Secretary

Swimming (WSI)
Sailing
SCUBA
Canoeing
Watcrskiing
Fine Arts
Ceramics
Crafts
Journalism
WOodworking
Photography

Backpacking
Rockclimbing
Bicycling
Wh. Water Canoeing
Ropes Course Instr.
Nature Study
Head Dramatics
Piano Accompanist
Instrumentalist
Radio &. Electronics
Weight Training

CA'\1PUS INTERVIEW: Call Ken Renner's Office at
College of Education, 275-2050, tor application
materials and to schedule interview with Takajo's
Director on March 5th & 6th at the UCF Gym .
OR WRITE OR CALL:

I
I

CAMP T AKAJO
496 LaGuardia Place
Suite 381
New York, NY 10012
212-979-0606
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ganized and quite impressive. Complete with a
rotating stage, the settings, stage props, sound
effects, lighting, costuming and choreography
were absolutely beautiful.
The immense barracade used in several of the
scenes was moved with such ease that one might
not have even noticed its appearance or disappearance on or from the stage.
During one of the battle scenes, actual explosives were set off in the auditorium above the
audience. When they were detonated, tHe flash
pots demanded attention, at least for that moment. This truly made the crowd part of the show.
Another memorable scene in which the props
played a crucial part was Javert's suicide. When
he leaped from the bridge and fell into the swirling
waters (the rotating stage) below, the bridge was
hoisted into the ceiling, giving the perfect plummeting effect. (This effect may not have scene as
well by those in the up-front seats).
And then there was the orchestra. The score,
written by John Cameron, was executed with
grace and perfection. A recording of the music
couldn't have sounded any better.
(Before the show, I overheard one of the brass
players complaining of chapped lips from the
warm, Florida weather, but this never affected his
or the orchestra's perfonnance).
The ensemble gave an impecable performance
backing the lead players with strength and discipline. Songs like "Red and Black," "At the End of
the Day" and "Master of the House," showed the
chorus' versatility and control.
Many of the audience members walked out of
the auditorium drying their eyes. This was indicative of the type of performance the 1990 tour of
Les Miserables is; nothing less than remarkable.

FROM PAGE 1
sound, camera/lighting, artist management (agent). and
most careers considered
"above the line."
The students, with the
support of the local studios,
will be given hands-on training as a part of their total filin
education.
This will prepare them for
their future careers while
they earn credit hours.
The course sequence
demands continuous enrollment during the film students' Junior and senior
years. This is to insure he
student doesn't take a
semester off to do outside
projects.
Another reason that continuous enrollment .is mandatory is that at the end of
the students' junior year
they Will be evaluated by the
Filin Division faculty.
· This is called the "MidPoint Evaluation" and will be

Les Miserables
Based on the novel by Victor Hugo.,
adapted to stage by Alain Boubil
Where: Bob Carr Performing Arts
Center
When: March 1 at 8 p.m., March 3
at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m., March 4 at
2p.m.
Tickets: $32 - $40
Cast: Brian Lynch (Jean Valjean),
Christy Baron (Fantine), Gary Moss
(Marius), Scott Logsdon (Javert),
Tamara Hayden (Cosette), Dana
Lynn Caruso (Eponine)
Music: Claude-Michel Schonberg
Orchestral score: John Cameron
1

For more Information coll 1he Broodwoy hotline: 290-0440

conducted at the end of each
spring semester.
This is a critical time for
each filin student because
this evaluation will determine if they can continue in
the film program or not.
Despite the stringent requirements, the film school
should play an important
role in Flortda's future.
Dr. Charles Harpole, the
spokesperson for the rum
Division, said .. Orlando has
all of the pieces in place, With
support from education,
government and the industry, and the sky's the limit."
David Sheffield and Bany
Blaustein, two Hollywood
producers who have done
work on Saturday Night Live,
have expressed an interest in
coming to Flortda. They are
currently working with Imagine Films, which is Ron
Howard's production company.
Continuing that sentiment, Sheffield said, "Everybody in L.A. has their hands

outstretched for money, but
in Florida, they're more willing to allow you to shoot on
their property."
"Ron Howard loves to work
there [Florida]," said
Blaustein. "He has filmed
Parenthood and Cocoon
there. The crews are very
helpful, and in a new area
people are anxious, and that
makes up for any lack of ·
experience."
They have already met
With Jeff Katzenburg who is
the Grand Pooba at Disney
and have been asked if they
would like to work here. This
is an example of the interest
Hollywood is showing in
Florida's production.
They have descrtbed working in Florida as "an alternate way of doing productions to keep the cost down."
"Hollywood East," though
still in its early stages, with
the help of the new breed of
UCF film school students,
may prove to be the film
boomtown of the future.
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YOUR BEST DEFENSE
AGAINST· THE ALCOHOL OR
DRUG IMPAIRED DRIVER •••

FROMPAGE2
tips, that's where.
Granted, actors are a fthn's major outlet
but without their electricity (dialogue).:.
Power-actors can help a movie sprint
when it could have walked. Jack Nicholson,
William Hurt, Al Pacino, Dustin Hoffman all
have the ability to shed money-green light on
dark scnpts. But in Hollywood, there are no
guarantees.
Then you have directors. Directors aren't
people, but demi-gods; just ask one. They're
the people hired by producers to act asJudge,
jury and executioner on a film's set.
And soon, they'll overrule the producer's
word. Directors can ruin a film - anything's
possible in Hollywood - but that is practically
unheard of.
Directors can only make a
film better. Sidney Lumet, George Lucas,
Steven Spielberg, Sidney Pollack and Oliver
Stone all add "movie magic" to their films.
Although screenwriters are neglected for

On weekends between 7 :00 pm and 3:00 am,
in some parts of the country, 10 percent
of all drivers are legally impaired or drunk.
Your Safety Belt is your best defense against
the alcohol or drug impaired driver.

BUCKLE

UP!

This message Is sponsored by the Florida Coalition for Auto Safety Now, [pc,. the State University
System of Florida, the Florida Community College System , the Campus Alcohol and Drug
Prevention Project, and BACCHUS chaplers In Florida

their successes, they're shielded from
scrutiny when they do bomb. And who's the
fall guy?
The actor. of course. He's the one on the
screen reciting 1.h}es you'd never say - even
when you're home alone with all the doors
locked.
Ifs the same principle that follows in life. If
your steak was burnt, the w~tress gets yelled
at. If a customer views a movie that offends
him, he complains to the ushers. It's quite
clear in whatever situation, the direct representative usually takes the heat.
Other factors that can determine a film's
success include the ad campaign of print
medium and trailers on 1V, season of release
and other blockbusters that could take away
potential business, etc. The list is endless.
Writers do get the short end of the stick.
How many people walked out of a theater
after seeing Jaws saying, "Man, that Peter
Benchley can write."
Like the saying goes, "If it ain't on the page,
it ain't on the stage."
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ERASURE

COLLEGE GRADUATES

FROM PAGE 2
The album opens with the
instrumental "Piano Song," a
somber, brief cut that sets
the mood for the following
tracks.
The current single, "Blue
Savannah," follows. "Savannah" proves vocalist -Andy
Bell is in top vocal form.
~
The lyrics are executed
with the flair that only a
gifted vocalist could offer. To
Bell's vocals, keyboardist
Vince Clark adds a comfortable mix of synthesizers and
traditional piano.
Another cut, "Brother and ISlster," also one of the
album's highlights, is the •
kind of song that Erasure
does best.
The lyrics are heavily sarcastic and the beat is ex- •
tremely heavy- two attributes that make Erasure
music entertaining.
The bulk of the album is
comprised of strange tracks
from "La Gloria," a Latino
beat dance piece to the politi- ~
cally conscious "Crown of
Thorns."
The only place Wild! falls •
short is on the typical "How
Many Times?" Not only are
the lyrics trite, but the music
~s boring as well.
..
As an entire work. though,
WildJ is a mature and satisfying step forward in Erasure's
.
musical development. Fans
of the group should be
pleased.

Toward the purchase or lease of ANY new 1990
or 1991 model Mercury car or 1989 Tracer

---
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PLUS SPECIAL FINANCING
through Ford Credit with pre-approved credit amounts that could
mean no down payment.

- Steven Conner

'

LIMITED TIME OFFER-January 1, 1990 through December 31, 1990.
ELIGIBILITY-College graduates with at least a bachelor degree received
between April 1, 1989, and December 31, 1990.

~ses are red

.Make Your Best Deal Today At
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cent·ral florida
lincoln-mercury
W. COLONIAL DRIVE• ORLANDO, FLORIDA 32854 •TELEPHONE (407) 841-4550

~

central florida
lincoln-mercury
,,

o/io{ets are b[ue
· Sugar is sweet
J1na so are you... ,
.

.

~

I am happy to be representing College Graduates in the Central Florida area. As a representative of Central Florida Lincoln
Mercury, we want to make your first important s~ep after graduating a little easier. Buying a car has never been easier! There may be
questions on your mind, so please, don't hesitate. Call ·me today. Just dial 841-4550 and ask for Don Wheeler.
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Thankyou,

filN~

College Program Rep.
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Don't rely on
nursery rhymes •
to tell her how
special she is
to you.
Show her by placing "
a pe~sonal in
The Future Oassifieds.

